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Over the past decade, symptoms that appear to be caused by the pathogen that causes sudden oak
death, called Phytophthora ramorum, have shown up on samples that tested negative for P. ramorum.
Laboratory tests have shown that multiple other pathogen species may be the cause of these symptoms.
Starting in early summer of 2021, UC Cooperative Extension and Cal Fire made a sampling effort in
several north coast counties to associate observed symptoms with responsible pathogens. By
November, 66 samples had been collected and apparently pathogenic organisms isolated from Del
Norte, Siskiyou, Humboldt, and Mendocino Counties, and about half of them (30 samples) had been
sequenced and identified. Of these 30 samples, 17 were affected by Tubakia californica, four by Diplodia
corticola, one by Diplodia mutila, three by Biscogniauxia mediterranea, one by another Biscogniauxia
species, and five by Diaporthe species. Other potential pathogens were occasionally isolated, such as
Cladosporium sp., Paratubakia sp., and Apiognomonia errabunda (on leaves). On some batches of
samples, secondary pathogens or saproptrophs were mostly isolated, suggesting that more primary
pathogens may have initially been responsible but that isolations had not been conducted quickly
enough to detect them.
Three of the above pathogens have been positively
identified on trees in Humboldt County. They have been
recovered separately as well as from the same trees in
all combinations. Their status as active, aggressive
pathogens remains to be sorted out. It is highly possible
that some or all of these live as latent pathogens in
woody tissues without causing symptoms for some
length of time before other stresses trigger their
pathogenicity. For the most part these pathogens seem
to take advantage of water stress conditions to
aggressively colonize large amounts of tissue,
sometimes killing twigs, branches, and whole trees.
Many of them may have first spread and infected trees
during the very wet 2016-2017 winter. Such behavior
has already been established or speculated for other
very closely related pathogen species.
Of the three species known to be present in Humboldt
County, here are some of the symptoms and which
pathogen is likely responsible.
(1) Twig dieback scattered uniformly throughout the
tree crown, mostly affecting individual leaves or groups
of 2-3 leaves at the ends of twigs (see Photo 1), and
(2) Progressive defoliation of the tree crown from the
bottom up, eventually leaving a section of unaffected
leaves in the top third of the crown.

Photo 1: Scattered twig and leaf dieback caused
by Tubakia californica. Photo credit: Chris Lee.

The above two symptoms were shown to be caused by Tubakia californica, a fungal pathogen. This
pathogen was only scientifically named in 2018. It has been isolated from California black oak in the
Sierra Nevada foothills and from coast live oak, canyon live oak, and tanoak on the north coast, including
canyon live oak and tanoak in Humboldt County. Its widespread distribution throughout the state
suggests that it may be native to California. Tubakia californica appears capable of persisting and
spreading in the tree canopy over years, potentially leading to further tree health declines.
(3) Flagging of individual whole branches that, in some cases, progressed to the death of entire small
trees (see Photos 2-4).
The third symptom was shown
to be caused by the fungus
Diplodia corticola. Although
this is an aggressive pathogen
on oaks, tanoaks, and other
woody plants (potentially even
some conifers), it is unclear
whether it is native or nonnative. It has been found in
other parts of the US besides
California, and has been
isolated on tanoak in Humboldt
County. In general, Diplodia
corticola has been associated
with symptoms on any part of
an affected tree, including
main stems, and appears
capable of quickly killing
individual trees. Other
symptoms observed in
association with this pathogen on tanoak include: bleeding cankers causing bark cracking on the trunk,
bleeding cankers on branches, roughened bark on branches and small stems, and the presence of scale
insects. When entire trees (usually seedlings or saplings) are killed by this pathogen, it may take close
scrutiny to distinguish this disease from sudden oak death.

Photos 2 & 3: Whole-branchlet browning/dieback pattern caused by
Diplodia corticola. Note the color of the dead leaves is a warmer brown
than the color of many dead leaves associated with SOD (see Photo 4
for comparison). Photo credit: Wallis Robinson & Chris Lee.

Another pathogen found occasionally from oak
and tanoak samples taken on the north coast is
Biscogniauxia mediterranea. Recent north coast
sampling has recovered this pathogen twice: in
severely declining canyon live oak along with
Tubakia californica and the oak treehopper
(Platycotis vittata) in eastern Humboldt County,
and in the root systems of dead coast live oak
seedlings from Santa Cruz County, along with
Diplodia corticola. The pathogen B.
mediterranea is one of the so-called
“Hypoxylon” fungal pathogens: when wellestablished on dying material, it produces a
Photo 4: SOD symptoms on tanoak leaves. Notice the shiny,
olive green color as compared to the warmer brown caused
by Diplodia corticola Photos 2 & 3. Photo credit: UCCE

fruiting body that looks like a gray-to-black smooth patch on the tree branch or trunk. Small bumps on
the smooth patch produce aerially dispersed spores. Because of the appearance of these gray or black
fungal patches, the disease it produces has been called “charcoal disease” (see Photo 4). In both of the
recent isolations from north coast samples, the pathogen has been isolated from cankered woody tissue
with no obvious B. mediterranea fruiting bodies.
There is still a lot that is unknown about these pathogens. Here
are a few questions I asked Wallis followed by their responses:

Is there any indication of climate change related
movement or increase of these other pathogens?
There are still many unanswered questions about these look-alikes. One of these is the role of water stress in the pathogens'
behavior and tree susceptibility to them. The increase in severe
droughts and warmer wet periods certainly could be cause for
concern if these pathogens thrive under similar circumstances
to Phytophthora ramorum, but we don't know if this is true yet.
Regarding the movement of these pathogens, there's still a lot
of work to be done in understanding whether these pathogens
are native and if they've always been widespread if so.

Photo 5: Biscogniauxia fruiting bodies on
white oak bark, sometimes referred to as
“charcoal disease.” Photo credit: Wallis
Robinson.

Do these pathogens typically also kill trees outright, like
SOD?
It is unclear whether any of the three fungal pathogens
mentioned can kill a tree outright. While some trees with
confirmed Diplodia infections have died in subsequent years, it
isn't clear that Diplodia was the primary cause of death.

Can people get samples tested for these other pathogen
strains if their previous test results come back SOD
negative?
Given that as of now we don't see a direct, consistent link between infection and tree mortality such as
with SOD, it is hard to support intensive sampling and identification of these three fungi or other related
pathogens.
Should any general precautions be taken at this point for trees and plant material that
appears to be infected? Should all trees experiencing dieback be treated like SOD infections?
In areas where oaks or tanoaks seem to be getting hit by multiple non-SOD pathogens, it may be a
better approach to see the prevalence of these pathogens as a general indication that something about
that area's current climate or forest structure is creating stressful conditions that promote high
pathogen success, and thereby focus on finding ways to make that area less stressful for the host trees.
Are there other known major host plants for these pathogens?
More information is needed on this, but all three pathogens seem to live on various oak (Quercus)
species in addition to tanoak. Diplodia corticola has also been found on California bay on the west coast,

and on a few conifers in the eastern US. These pathogens seem to be generalists overall, but the list of
host species is not yet well established.

Is there any understanding about how concerned we should be?
We are still in the early stages of investigating these look-a-likes, so all of this is subject to change as we
learn more, but it seems like the main takeaways so far are that 1) the emergence of these fungi
(especially Diplodia and Tubakia) as relatively widespread pathogens on oaks and tanoaks probably is a
symptom of larger challenges in forest management and forest health related to water-status and
climate change and 2) the prevalence of SOD look-a-likes along the north coast may obscure the
presence of and/or interact with Phytophthora ramorum, which could make detection of SOD more
difficult and could increase SOD-related mortality under the right conditions. Given these takeaways,
areas of further investigation should probably include understanding how these look-a-likes fare under
different climate conditions, learning to identify SOD when it interfaces with other pathogens, and
exploring whether there is an ecologically significant interaction between SOD and these other
pathogens.

